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About the journal

Aims & Scope

Advanced Techniques and Case Management


Interdisciplinary Neurosurgery: Advanced Techniques and Case Management is an open access journal, devoted to the publication of manuscripts of original work and review articles in the field of interdisciplinary neurosurgery, promoting excellence and advances in complex neurosurgical situations pioneering neurosurgical techniques , including case series and technical notes. The subject should reflect the contemporary challenges and evolving opportunities in modern neurosurgery, such as modified approaches and surgical planning based on image guided surgical techniques and/or new treatment concepts that support translation of research aspects in the field of neurorestoration and neuroregeneration in the management of neurosurgical patients. Additionally, cases with "lessons learned" that advance understanding of avoidance of complication and encourage prospective trials on matters poorly understood in neurosurgical disease management are encouraged. Original work and research, as well as rare case scenarios and pioneering techniques and approaches to a neurosurgical and neurological disease or pathology that underline the interdisciplinary value of managing neurosurgical problems will be prioritized.
 

Interdisciplinary Neurosurgery: Advanced Techniques and Case Management will publish the following type of peer-reviewed articles online:

 	 Original work pioneering and advancing neurosurgical techniques and improved patient management utilizing interdisciplinary care systems
	Case reports and Case Series
	Technical notes and Surgical Techniques
	Neuroanatomical studies 
	Letters to the Editor 
	Review articles




Advanced Techniques and Case Management


Interdisciplinary Neurosurgery: Advanced Techniques and Case Management is an open access journal, devoted to the publication of manuscripts of original work and review articles in the field of interdisciplinary neurosurgery, promoting excellence and …
View full aims & scope
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Editor in Chief
View full editorial board

Professor P.M. Klinge, MD, PhD
Brown University, Warren Alpert Medical School, Neurosurgery Foundation Inc., 593 Eddy Street, RI 02903, Providence, Rhode Island, United States of America
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Research articleOpen accessPrediction of functional outcome in supratentorial intracerebral hemorrhage patients treated with stereotactic computed tomographic-guided aspiration and recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA)

Lan H. Dang, ... Cuc T. Nguyen
September 2024View PDFhttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.inat.2024.101979


Research articleOpen accessIncidence of post-operative diabetes insipidus and associated factors after pituitary surgery in two teaching hospitals, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia: A prospective observational study
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Research articleOpen accessBone density measured on sagittal reconstructed CT is highly correlated with axial CT but both measurements are only moderately correlated with DEXA T-scores
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Research articleOpen accessNeurological outcomes after gamma knife radiosurgery for symptomatic skull base meningiomas based on their locations: Single institution experience
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Research articleOpen accessEffectiveness of endoscopic endonasal surgery for pituitary apoplexy: A comprehensive evaluation of presentation and clinical outcomes from a tertiary care center
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Multidisciplinary and comprehensive management of spinal pathologies the adult and pediatric population - lifelong implications of the spine
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